OMT 2019 Off-Program Events

Looking to get involved in OMT? Help organize one of our amazing off-program events:

OMT Eats: These events are designed to provide a place for OMT people who may not have dinner plans. Two or more organizers will choose a restaurant and make a reservation for any number of individuals they choose. Participants will email organizers directly to reserve their space. These events should be scheduled to avoid overlap with the EGOS Presents Meet OMT on Friday and the OMT Busines Meeting and Social on Monday. Organizers are asked to select a time and location at their convenience.

OMT Drinks: Whether it is a brewery, a distillery, or even the hotel bar, OMTdrinks provides an informal way for OMT members to get together in an informal manner. Organizers may ask for pre-registration or can specify that the event is open to anyone. Organizers are asked to select a time and location.
OMT Cafe: These events are topically focused informal gatherings hosted by two or more scholars in a particular area. These are open drop in events that do not require pre-registration. Organizers are asked to select a time and location.

OMT Moves: These events are designed to couple physical activity with networking - providing OMT members a chance to meet up while exercising. Past events include OMT Yoga, OMT bikes and OMT Runs, but can also include a walk along the river or a pick up game of football. Organizers may choose any time and location that fits their schedule and ask for pre-registration or accept drop in participation.

OMT Events: These are OMT sponsored events that provide a chance for OMT members to share an outing together. Events could include tours to local art museums, shopping, visits to local monuments or even sporting events. Organizers can require pre-registration and are asked to organize any payment required directly with the participants.

OMT Cross Division Mixers: This year we are introducing a new format- the cross-division mixer. We are looking for people to host a traditional OMT Café with members of another division as to promote cross-divisional collaborations.
Email Emily Block at eblock@ualberta.ca for more information.